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Abstract. In view of resource scarcity and environmental 
issues, transition of the current energy system towards a 
renewable-based supply seems to be a necessity. The interesting 
questions within this framework are how such a renewable-
based energy system should be structured, and how costly it 
might be. We investigated the optimal structure of a prospective 
renewable-based power supply system on the world wide scale. 
This paper describes the applied simulation technique, which 
integrates an adequately precise geographical coverage with 
high temporal resolution. This methodology provides the 
requirements to properly mimic the geographical dependencies 
of energy supply and demand as well as short term intermittent 
patterns of renewable sources. A linear optimization algorithm 
determines the cost optimal configuration of the prescribed 
energy system.   
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1. Introduction 
 
The increasing demand for fossil fuels in the power 
sector, security of supply and global environmental issues 
necessitate the transition of the current energy system 
towards a renewable-based supply. However, integration 
of renewable energy sources to the power system will 
result in challenging issues mainly due to the natural 
intermittent patterns. Therefore, it is necessary to 
investigate this issue in a systematic simulation-based 
analysis. The interesting questions within this framework 
are how such a renewable-based energy system should be 
structured, and how costly it might be.  
 
The modeling approach presented here is the 
combination of an adequately precise geographical 
coverage with high temporal resolution. This 
methodology provides the requirements to properly 

mimic the geographical dependencies of energy supply 
and demand as well as short term intermittent patterns of 
renewable sources. This methodology is applied here to 
investigate the long term evolution of the electricity 
sector on the global level. The model is applied to study 
how, in a prospective energy supply infrastructure, the 
transport of electricity between continents, timezones and 
hemispheres allows gaining profit from interseasonal and 
interdiurnal variations of renewable energies. 
 
The paper is divided in six parts. In section two the 
applied methodology is elaborated. Section three 
describes the developed database. Optimization results 
for different scenarios are presented in the fourth section. 
In the last part a summary of results are given, and 
conclusions are drawn.  
 
2.  Model Framework and Analysis 
       Methodology 
 
Long-term power generation and transmission investment 
planning tool, URBS, has been applied here as a 
framework for developing the model of electricity supply 
system on the world-wide scale. Simulation has been 
performed with hourly temporal resolution. The 
optimization algorithm is based on the concepts of linear 
programming with an economic objective function, 
representing the overall system cost: 
 
 
 
 
 (1) 
 
CAP describes the total installed capacity while NCap 
represents the newly invested power production, storage, 
and transport technologies available at each region. Ein is 
the energy input in process p operating in region r at time 
step t. KInv,Fix;var are the annuity of the investment, fixed 
and variable costs. Minimization of the overall system 
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cost is subject to restrictions, describing the energy 
system structure at each simulation step. These restrictive 
equations comprise the supply-demand balance as well as 
energy conversion, transport, and storage losses, and 
technical limits of power plants (see [1,2,3]). Model 
formulation and optimization process is realized with the 
application of General Algebraic Modeling System 
(GAMS) software package [4].  
 
Optimal power generation capacities, promising sites for 
installation of renewable technologies as well as inter-
regional transport capacities result from the optimization 
process. 
 
A brief overview on the general structure of the model is 
presented in Fig.1. As it is illustrated in the diagram, 
hourly time series of GIS-based meteorological data and 
electrical load profiles, rescaled to a consistent spatial 
resolution, are aggregated to provide data for model 
regions. On the other side, techno-economic parameters 
of power plants and power transmission lines are feed to 
the model. Conventional existing as well as newly 
emerging technologies with associated cost reduction and 
efficiency improvement trends due to learning effects are 
considered.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1. Model Setup 
 
Hourly values of the capacity factor for wind energy 
converters and solar radiation are considered as 
constraints on the operation level of renewable 
technologies. Further restrictions on the permissible level 
of newly installed capacities are approximated based on 
the GIS (Geographic Information System) datasets of 
suitable areas for installation of wind parks and solar 
thermal power generation systems, described in 3.A and 
3.B.  
 
3. Model Geographical Coverage  
 
As mentioned in previous sections, modeling at a higher 
level of spatial as well as temporal resolution is one of 
the main purposes of the current research. The current 
model comprises of 51 aggregated regions based on the 
spatial distribution of technical potential of renewable 
electricity and the demand. Global multi-regional energy 
system models (e.g. EFDA TIMES, Multiregional 
MARKAL and REMIND) are mainly limited to a coarse 
spatial resolution of up to 15 aggregated regions mainly 
based on political borders [5,6,7]. 
 

Geographical distribution of load and technical potential 
of renewable electricity is visualized in Fig.2 for each 
model region. It can be concluded that renewable supply 
and demand show a rather low geographical correlation. 
Thus, interregional power transmission plays a key role 
in this context. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

              Figure 2. Geographic distribution of electricity demand  
              in 2050 and Renewable Technical Potential,  
              Meteorological data [8,10], Load data [13]  

 
4. Renewable Energy Supply and Load 

Data 
        
A. Solar Energy Potential 
 
A global dataset of solar irradiance had been produced 
for SeaWiFS (Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor) 
using data from the International Satellite Cloud 
Climatology Project (ISCCP). For SeaWiFS production, 
this data have been mapped on a 720x 360 (0.5˚x 0.5˚) 
rectangular grid [8]. The base data includes 3-hourly 
direct normal and global horizontal irradiance, diffuse 
fraction and zenith angle values for the time horizon from 
1991 to 1993.  We spatially rescaled this dataset for a 
homogenous grid with a resolution of 2.5˚x2.5˚ and 
approximated the hourly values.  
 
Total capacity permissible to be installed at each grid cell 
is as well approximated. This has been performed by 
spatial rescaling of the dataset of available area for 
installation of solar thermal systems based on the detailed 
analysis of the global technical potential of solar thermal 
electricity [9]. For instance, resulting values for the 
annual specific global horizontal radiation on land sites 
are visualized in Fig.3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Annual specific global horizontal radiation, 
Meteorological data from [8] 
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B. Wind Energy Potential 
 
A global dataset of wind velocities had been provided by 
World Wind Atlas [10]. Based on measured values, this 
dataset offer modeled wind speeds for a grid with a 
resolution of 2.5˚x 2.5˚. The base data represent six-hour 
wind speed values for the time horizon from 1992 to 
2001 at 50 meters above the ground. For the purpose of 
modeling with high temporal resolution, hourly values 
are approximated. The transformation from wind velocity 
to active power output has been done using data from 
modern existing wind turbines for onshore and offshore 
sites [11].  
 
Approximation of regional permissible area for 
installation of wind parks has been performed by spatial 
rescaling of the dataset prepared for a grid with a 
resolution of 1.125˚x 1.125˚ from the elaborate analysis 
of global technical potential of wind energy by O.Brückl 
[12]. One result of the calculation is the annual wind 
energy production on suitable land sites in full load hours 
of wind turbine V90-3.0 MW, which is illustrated in 
Fig.4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Fig.4. Realizable annual wind energy production on suitable  
  land sites in full load hours of WT: V90-3.0 MW [11], 
  Meteorological data [10] , Site Analysis [12] 
 
C. Load Data 
 
Spatially explicit scenario interpretations of population 
for the time period 1990 to 2100 based on three scenarios 
(A2, B1, and B2) from the IPCC Special Report on 
Emissions Scenarios (SRES) are available at IIASA 
Greenhouse Gas Initiative (GGI) database [13]. To derive 
unique values for each grid cell, electricity demand from 
IIASA Greenhouse Gas Initiative (GGI) database has 
been spatially disaggregated. This has been done based 
on the spatial distribution of population and applying 
statistical techniques.  
 
Hourly load data for all UCTE members for the time 
period 2006 to 2009, Nordel interconnected area and 
United Kingdom are available at [14,15]. Load values for 
other regions have been provided by personal 
communications with local transmission system operators 
[16,17]. Eventually, Hourly load data for the year 2007 
were made available for 32 countries. For a number of 
countries comprising Malaysia, Uganda, Thailand, Mali, 
Niger, Jordan, Australia, Lebanon, and Tunisia we could 

only gain access to average monthly or typical daily load 
curves for winter and/or summer. The hourly load values 
for each model region are approximated based on the 
linear combination of existing normalized load curves 
shifted for relevant time zones. Although this procedure 
will not fit the actual demand pattern, it will serve the 
purpose to get a rather appropriate estimation of load 
patterns and to deal with data inadequacy.   
 
5. Scenario-based Analysis 
 
A. 100% Renewables Scenario 
 
The starting point for the analysis of system behavior is 
the so-called 100% renewables scenario. This is 
considered as an ideal case for the prospective electricity 
supply system, entirely relying on renewable energies. In 
ideal scenarios, there is a schematic representation of a 
conventional power generation technology named 
‘‘other’’ for providing backup power. As promising 
options for renewable electricity production, wind energy 
converters for onshore and offshore sites, centralized PV, 
Fuel cells, and concentrating solar power systems are 
considered. The optimization leads to determine the 
maximal feasible share and the ideal mix of renewable 
electricity production to provide the least cost solution 
for satisfying the world-wide electricity demand. 
 
Several boundary conditions such as transmission costs 
and losses, available storage options and capacities for 
different regions, fuel prices, and climate policies may 
have significant impacts on the optimal structure. 
Through scenario-based analysis and combination of the 
mentioned boundary conditions, the sensitivity of the 
results to external factors is investigated. Ideal scenarios 
and underlying assumptions are presented in Table 1.  
 
Table 1: Ideal scenarios and underlying assumptions 
Scenario Underlying Assumptions 
LinkHVDC-NoSto • High cost reduction and efficiency 

improvement assumed for renewable 
technologies 

• Suitable and limited suitable sites 
can be utilized for renewable 
electricity production. 

• Supply area is interconnected via 
HVDC with low investment cost 
based on [18] 

NoLink-NoSto • Supply area is not interconnected  
LinkHVDC -Sto • Storage is possible 
NoLink-Sto • Supply area is not interconnected 

• Storage is possible 
LinkHVDC&PL-Sto • Supply area is interconnected via 

HVDC and GH2 Pipelines  with low 
investment cost based on [18, 19] 

• Storage is possible 
LinkHVDC&PL-Sto-
Cost50%- 

• Supply area is interconnected via 
HVDC and GH2 Pipeline  with low 
investment cost  based on [18, 19] 

• Storage is possible 
• 50% cost reduction for Hydrogen 

Electrolysis system and Fuel Cell 
technology  
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For the purpose of developing an optimistic scenario for 
renewable supply, associated cost reduction and 
efficiency improvement of renewable technologies are 
assumed to be high, while the backup technology serves 
as an expensive option. HVDC transmission technology 
associated costs are determined based on the 800 kV 
HVDC transmission technology presented in [18]. In the 
base case, capital cost of the electrolysis system is 
determined based on the future electrolysis technology 
represented in [20]. Fuel cell technology investment cost 
is assumed to be 450(US2000$/kW) based on the 
prospective cost reduction trends described in [21]. 
Pipeline Investment cost is estimated based on the 
projected specific capital costs proposed by T.Dreier in 
[19]. 
 
The role of a powerful grid in a renewable-based 
electricity supply system can be analyzed by comparing 
the results of the scenario ‘‘LinkHVDC-NoSto’’ with the 
extreme case, where the supply area is not interconnected 
(Scenario ‘‘NoLink-NoSto’’). The effect of storage 
systems are analyzed in two different scenarios: 
‘‘LinkHVDC-Sto’’ and ‘‘NoLink-NoSto’’. The role of 
hydrogen as a transport medium where the primary 
energy resource is remotely located and is in excess of 
local demand is studied in scenarios ‘‘LinkHVDC&PL-
Sto’’ and ‘‘LinkHVDC&PL-Sto-Cost50%-’’. In these 
scenarios the supply area is interconnected via HVDC as 
well as GH2 pipelines, and hydrogen can be used for 
stationary power production.  
 
Total installed capacity and produced electricity for ideal 
scenarios, presented in Table 1, are shown in figures 5 
and 6 respectively. It can be realized that the renewable-
based power supply system can not operate as efficient as 
a controllable fossil fuel-based energy system. In the 
most efficient cases (Scenarios ‘‘LinkHVDC-Sto’’ and 
‘‘LinkHVDC&PL-Sto-Cost50%-’’), excess production 
reaches about 28% of the total produced electricity. This 
represents a share of produced electricity, which neither 
can be utilized at the instant of generation nor can be 
economically stored for later usage.   
 
In order to have the same contribution share of renewable 
sources as in a globally interconnected structure realized 
in the ‘‘LinkHVDC-NoSto’’ scenario, significant level of 
backup power is installed in the ‘‘NoLink-NoSto’’ and 
‘‘NoLink-Sto’’ scenarios. Excluding the transport 
possibility necessitates the contribution of backup power 
as 26% of the total installed capacity, and the excess 
production share increases to 50%. The reservoir capacity 
significantly increases in the ‘‘NoLink-Sto’’ to provide 
inter-seasonal balancing as the renewable electricity in 
excess of local demand may not be transported at the 
instant of production for wide-are balancing purposes. 
The influential role of a powerful transmission network 
can be realized as it provides the infrastructure to achieve 
smoothing effects among weather dependent renewable 
power generation units to make the most promising sites 
accessible for wide-area usage. It also powerfully 
integrates the dispatchable fossil fuel technology for 
instant load following purposes and backup applications.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Total power plant Capacity in Ideal Scenarios 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Total produced electricity in Ideal Scenarios 
 
In the scenarios ‘‘LinkHVDC-NoSto’’ and ‘‘LinkHVDC-
Sto’’ about 60% of the total produced electricity is 
interregionally transmitted via HVDC system. Ideal 
energy flows are visualized in Fig.7 for the scenario 
‘‘LinkHVDC-NoSto’’. One noticeable feature is the 
major energy flows to the highly populated areas of 
South East Asia and Eastern China. Australia acts as one 
of the main exporting regions due to its high technical 
potential of renewable electricity in excess of local 
demand. Wind electricity is as well imported from 
Alaska through Far East to Eastern China. In the 
European interconnected area major flows take place 
from Britannia to Western Europe and North Africa 
through Southern Europe to Western and Central Europe. 
Other interesting feature is the import of wind electricity 
from Canadian offshore sites to Western U.S.. Significant 
energy flows from Argentina with high technical 
potential of wind electricity to Northern part of South 
America are also realized from the optimization.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Ideal Energy Flows (Scenario‘‘LinkHVDCNoSto’’) 
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B. CO2 Stabilization Scenarios 
 
The main target here is to realize the optimal structure of 
a power system and ideal contribution shares of 
renewable energy sources in a CO2 limited scenario and 
for different boundary conditions. In the analyzed CO2 
mitigation Scenarios, conventional power plants as well 
as renewable-based technologies are considered. In all 
scenarios the CO2 reduction target proposed by 
International Panel on Climate Change Working group 1 
(IPCC WG1) for the stabilization of CO2 at 550 ppmv is 
implemented with inclusion of where flexibility [22]. 
Analyzed scenarios and underlying assumptions are 
briefly described in Table 2.   
 
Table 2:CO2 stabilization scenarios and underlying assumptions 

Scenario Underlying Assumptions 
Mitigation-Link-Sto
(Base case) 

• Total CO2 limit based on  
        IPCC WG1 Scenario [22] 
• Supply are is interconnected  

via HVDC 
• Possibility for storage 

Mitigation-Link-Sto
70%R 

• 70% of total demand is  
Satisfied with renewables 

Mitigation-Link-Sto
70%R-1/2PV 
&2/5CSPCt 

• 70% of total demand is  
        satisfied with renewables 
• PV technology associated costs 

50% reduced compared to Base
• CSP associated costs  

60% reduced compared to Base 
 
Associated long term efficiency improvements and 
realizable cost reductions for renewable technologies are 
approximated based on [23,24]. Capital costs of 
conventional technologies are considered to be stabilized 
at current levels [25]. Therefore, no significant cost 
reduction trend is assumed for them. Fuel prices are 
estimated based on the average values given in [25]; no 
assumption is made here for determination of long-term 
trend of fossil fuel prices. Techno-economic parameters 
of technologies are represented in Table 3.  
 
Table 3: Techno-economic parameters of power plants 
[23,24,25]  
Tech. Capital Cost 

(US2000$/k
Wel) 

Fix Cost 
(US2000$ 
/kWel/a) 

Variable 
Cost 
(US2000$/
kWhel) 

Effici
ency 

Wind onshore 750 20 0  
Wind 
offshore 

1300 40 0  

Photovoltaic 2200 12 0 0.25 
Solar 
Thermal 

1840 18 0 0.25 

BGCC 
(Biomass 
Gasification 
Comb. Cycle) 

1612 32.2 0.024595 0.38 

Coal 
(Pulverised 
Fuel) 

1300 23.4 0.016862 
 

0.43 

CCGT 
(Conv. Gas 
Comb. Cycle) 

750 13.5 0.0273634 0.58 

GT  
(Gas Turbine) 

400 8 0.047601 0.33 

Nuclear  1500 30 0.014543 0.35 

(Adv. LWR) 
Pumped 
Storage 

1393 10 0 0.80 

 
Aggregated optimization results for the installed capacity 
and produced electricity are shown in Figures 8 & 9. 
Implementing the CO2 reduction target, the cost optimal 
solution is characterized by the contribution of nuclear 
technology as a major base load power plant while gas-
fired units and wind parks provide the peak demand. 
However, wind energy has a minor share in this scenario. 
In the scenario ‘‘Mitigation-Link-Sto-70%R’’, wind 
energy contributes as the only renewable technology 
within the interconnected supply area. Although 70% of 
the total electricity demand is satisfied with wind power, 
installed capacity of conventional technologies only 
reduces 37% compared to the base case. This can be 
realized as for the operation of power systems with 
significant amounts of variable renewable sources, the 
importance of conventional generation will remain or 
may increase even further to guarantee a reliable power 
supply. Highly intermittent nature of this primary energy 
resource leads to the system inefficiency due to the 
resulted excess production at the level of 17% of total 
produced energy. The overall system cost is rather 
doubled compared to the base scenario.  
 
With further cost reduction assumed in the last mitigation 
scenario, the cost optimal solution is characterized by a 
diversity of renewable technologies comprising wind 
onshore, PV, and concentrating solar power systems as 
well as nuclear technology and gas-fired power plants. 
The excess production share decreases to 15% due to the 
contribution of solar power systems and reduced capacity 
of wind energy converters.  
 
In ‘‘Mitigation-Link-Sto’’ scenario, characterized by a 
minor share of renewables, the interregional transport 
capacity only reaches about 1% of total transport capacity 
in the ‘‘LinkHVDC-Sto’’ scenario. This share increases 
to 20% and 18% in scenarios ‘‘Mitigation-Link-Sto-
70%R’’ and ‘‘Mitigation-Link-Sto-70%R-
PV1/2&2/5CSPCt’’, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Total power plant Capacity in Mitigation Scenarios 
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Figure 9. Total produced electricity in Mitigation Scenarios 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
In this study, a multi-regional energy system model for 
the analysis of long term evolution of the global power 
supply system has been developed. The modeling 
approach, presented here, is the combination of an 
adequately precise geographical coverage with high 
temporal resolution. It allows for representing the optimal 
power generation capacities, promising sites for 
installation of renewable technologies as well as inter-
regional transport.  
 
It may be argued that the applied simulation technique is 
adequately efficient to properly mimic the geographical 
dependencies of energy supply and demand as well as 
short term intermittent patterns of renewable sources. 
This sets up a reliable analysis tool, allowing answers to 
the questions associated with renewable electricity supply 
without resorting to unverified assumptions. 
 
Simulation results are presented for different incarnations 
of an ideal 100% renewables scenario as well as global 
CO2 stabilization scenarios. It has been discussed that a 
renewable-based power supply system suffers from rather 
high inefficient operation compared to a controllable 
fossil-fuel based energy system. However, in a globally 
interconnected structure via HVDC transmission systems 
and/or GH2 pipelines, required backup power and storage 
systems reduce significantly. This can be realized as it 
provides the infrastructure to achieve smoothing effects 
among weather dependent renewable power generation 
units. It makes the most promising sites for renewable 
electricity production accessible for wide-area usage and 
powerfully integrates the dispatchable fossil fuel 
technology for instant load following purposes and 
backup applications. Therefore, the overall installed 
capacity and excess production share reduce significantly 
compared to the isolated power supply systems with 
exclusion of long distance transport possibility.  
 
In other sets of scenarios, the optimal structure of a CO2 
limited power supply system is studied. In base scenario 
with very low contribution share of renewables, the 
interregional transport significantly reduces compared to 
the ideal scenarios. Sensitivity of the results to the 

Photovoltaic and concentrating solar power systems 
associated costs are as well investigated. 
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